TRENDING HOME

SWEET DREAMS
By Joan Spector

Is there anything more soul satisfying than
a sound night’s sleep? That’s a question
Brickell Mattress takes very seriously, proudly
providing a one-of-a-kind Couture Collection
of the finest and most luxurious mattresses
available on the market today. Located in the
heart of Miami, the new “Brickell Mattress
Sleep Center” is a unique shopping experience
with experts available to answer your every
question and help you with your selection.
Looking for the best of the best? A more restful
tomorrow can begin tonight on a fabulously
comfortable and luxurious, handcrafted ViSpring mattress, available exclusively at
Brickell Mattress. The British brand’s founder,
James Marshall, pioneered the pocket spring
in 1901, beginning more than a century of
manufacturing profound comfort and an
unparalleled level of craftsmanship. These
mattresses have an illustrious history, including
their use in First Class cabins on the Titanic.
Today, the company offers eight extraordinary
designs that utilize only 100 percent certified
natural materials and are designed to last
a lifetime. “Masterpiece,” the zenith of the
collection, features a lush, 100 percent
cashmere cover that provides comfort and
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a warm embrace unlike any other bed in the
world. Each Vi-Spring mattress is handmade
with
customizable
support
systems.
Depending on your size, proportions,
preferred sleeping positions and possible
health issues, Vi-Spring will match you with
the support system that will provide you with
perfect orthopedic alignment, pressure-point
relief and everlasting cooling comfort.
The Vi-Spring collection utilizes only natural
materials such as the finest British fleece
wool, mohair, silk, horsetail from Austria, horse
hair from South America, coconut fiber, calico
pockets, organic cotton, bamboo and more,
as well as superbly responsive, heat-treated
vanadium wire springs and plush designer
coverings. Priced from $6,000 to $40,000.
Seize the day, or rather the night, with a
Carpe Diem mattress, another of Brickell
Mattress’s exclusive brands. The Swedish
manufacturer’s philosophy centers on quality
rest that rejuvenates the mind and soul as
a means of taking full advantage of life’s
most exciting adventures. Handmade with
meticulous care by Swedish artisans, only
the highest quality materials are used, such
as New Zealand wool, finest organic cotton

and natural latex, assuring that you will be
enveloped in a cool, clean environment each
night. Each mattress has four different tension
levels, ranging from soft to extra-firm, and you
can also select the fabrics and covers of your
choice. Available in seven custom designs,
priced from $7,700 to $30,000.
If you are looking for a scientific approach
to sleep, then BioVital Sleep Systems is the
mattress made for you. This company used
university findings and years of controlled
research studies to develop a mattress that
is actually grounded, absorbing your body’s
electromagnetic energy and providing a
night’s sleep that is medically proven to
reduce stress, anxiety, and even promotes
anti-aging properties.
Brickell Mattress offers a complete selection of
the finest memory foam, innerspring, air, water
and latex mattresses available anywhere. The
company also carries an extensive collection
of adjustable beds, bedroom furniture,
bedding and pillows.
1030 SW 8th St., Miami | 305.326.4000
brickellmattress.com
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